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REGISTER TODAY! FOR THESE TWO JUNE EVENTS:
THE ACADEMY FOR ADVANCED COMPLIANCE PRACTICE, NEW HAVEN, CT See page 22
THE HIPAA FORUM EAST, BOSTON, MA See page 32
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OK. I assure her it’s a work-related issue and then worry silently

about my use of personal time. I think about the casual observer

who couldn’t watch, understand, or care about this stuff if their life

depended on it. Ironically, buried deep in the boring proceedings,

the bumbling questions, and the “not so informative answers” are

outstanding compliance lessons. This is not a disaster, it is a turn-

ing-point that will result in positive change.

Can we learn anything from Enron?
The implications for the legal profession are interesting, for the

accounting profession could be staggering, and for corporate

America are potentially enormous. How does this tie to health care

compliance? Some would tell you there is no relationship, “It’s not

health care”. Others would say there are lessons to be learned.

Just like Enron
Health care uses lawyers who advise us how close we can get to the

edge of the law, just like Enron. Accounts give us advice on

accounting treatments, just like Enron. We try to promote compli-

ance, integrity, and ethics just like Enron. We struggle with conflicts

of interest. We have systems and procedures in place to prevent

problems. We have Boards that oversee these activities. We have

audit committees and finance committees who sign off on audits,

legal advice, and management decisions. Health care is struggling

with compliance issues just like Enron.

Conflicts of interest
Enron’s audit and finance committees’ Chairs sat before the politi-

cians and said that they had controls in place that should have

worked. They both had more degrees than a thermometer in

Phoenix and they got their degrees from schools with plenty of ivy

on the walls. They made sure that people declared their conflicts of

interest. If the accusations are correct, declaring your conflict of

interest is not enough. We need someone (or a group) with no per-

sonal stake in the decision to determine if the declared conflict is
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Am I OK? I sit up until midnight watching

reruns on C-SPAN. It’s the Enron hearings.

My wife looks over at me and asks if I’m

Compliance’s
Perfect Storm

inappropriate. I know of one health

care organization that has already

taken action. They have assembled

an outside independent group (no

employees and no board members)

to review their potential conflicts of

interest. I believe that most people

try desperately to get it right. Trying

desperately may not be enough. We

may need change. We may need significant change.

Pressure on outside advisors 
There is not enough room in this newsletter to talk about all of

the potential problems and solutions, however I have one that I

find very interesting. Joe Murphy, a noted theologian in the

field of compliance and ethics has an idea that might help “out-

side advisors”. Corporate leadership is occasionally accused of

pressuring outside advisors. Some believe that outside advisors

are sometimes pressured to present data and analysis to support

a particular position. The implication is that future business

may be at stake. Although infrequently, some outside advisors

have been found to have a financial stake in the outcome of

their analysis and advice that could possibly taint their results. 

Enron’s Audit and Finance Committees trusted the informa-

tion they were given and some believe that the information the

com-mittees received may have been incomplete. Joe’s solution

is to let the Audit Committee select their own outside advisors

to review the recommendations made by the organization and

their outside advisors. The theory is that a healthy debate by

experts will increase the chance that all sides of the issue will be

revealed. We will be challenged to make this idea cost effective

and it is radical, but can be done. It’s clear something must be

done – effective change is sometimes radical change.

There are plenty of lessons to learn from Enron and it will

take some time to sort the wheat from the chaff. The overall

lesson seems to be, that despite your best effort to put in effec-

tive compliance programs, you can fail. You can have the most

sophisticated systems, procedures, and controls and still fail.

You can have checkers checking the checkers and fail. Enron

may be innocent or guilty. Thank goodness they will get their

day in court, what is happening to them now is very specula-

tive. I suspect we will learn a great deal from what some are

calling; “Compliance’s Perfect Storm.” ■


